
Year Group: 

Year 4

2021-2022

Term: Autumn Term 1

Teachers: Mrs Mirza,  Miss Rafiq, Miss Taylor

Learning Values:             

Nurtured, harmonious, purposeful learning, enquiring

Science - Electricity

Our big question - What would happen if there was no 

electricity?

How is electricity made? How is it stored? Can 

electricity be dangerous? What materials conduct 

electricity? We will  establish what children already 

know and then learn all about:

● Circuits and electrical components

● Conductors and insulators of electricity

● Electrical hazards

● Electricity production - greenhouse gases 

and cleaner energy.

We will take part in a ‘Job’s in engineering’ workshop.  

Extended Writing:

A diary entry written from the perspective of ‘Hiccup’ or his 

Dragon based on the day that Hiccup captured his dragon. Thinking 

about:

Why did you choose that particular dragon?

What would have happened if you hadn't caught a dragon?

My own fable linked to HTTYD.

Core Text: 

How to Train Your Dragon by Cressida Cowell

We will look at narrative writing based on 

our core text How To Train Your Dragon and Fables/

stories with a moral. We will focus on:

● Dialogue

● Character description

● Creative writing

● Poetry

● Creating images: using similes, 

Metaphors, personification and 

descriptive language to describe a scene.

Allan Peat sentence types:

Continue to build a repertoire of sentence types to enrich

writing:

● BOYS (But, or, yet and so – progress to although, 

however, nonetheless),

● 2A (e.g. It was a wet, windy day in the dreary dark city)

● Ad same Ad (e.g. Bertie was always happy, happy

because he liked school)

● Noun who/which/where (e.g. Henry, who was an 

interesting character, loved playing tricks.).

Can I choose the most appropriate sentence type for a

section of writing?Can I replicate an author’s style of writing?

Unicef link: Article 37

Children must not suffer or be treated cruelly. Viking tribe get sent 

into exile. Should the young heroes be exiled?

Maths : 

Times tables - we will continue to learn, recall and retain times 

tables facts. 

Place Value: 

Can I recognise the place value of each digit in a four-digit 

number? (thousands, hundreds, tens, and ones)

Can I round any number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1,000?

Can I count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1,000?

Can I identify, represent and estimate numbers using different 

representations?

Can I order and compare numbers beyond 1,000?

Can I read roman numerals to 100 (i to c) and know that over time, 

the numeral system changed to include the concept of zero and 

place value?

Can I find 1,000 more or less than a given number?

Can I order and compare numbers beyond 1,000?

Can I solve number and practical problems that involve all of the 

above and with increasingly large positive numbers?

Can I count backwards through zero to include negative numbers?

Addition and Subtraction  

Can I add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the 

formal written methods of columnar addition and subtraction 

where appropriate?

Can I estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a 

calculation?

Can I solve addition and subtraction two-step problems in 

contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why?

Challenge and reasoning tasks will be set to deepen the children’s 

learning and understanding.

SMSC: 

Peer-pressure and decision making. 

Being respectful and responsible 



History: Were the Dark Ages dark?
Children will be introduced to the idea that people from other societies 

have been coming to Britain for a long time. They will learn about some 

of the tensions involved in the settlement as well as ways of life and 

matters that impact on us still. Pupils will make links with other 

societies that contributed to the formation of the United Kingdom and 

how Saxons and Vikings and Scots contributed to the development of 

institutions, culture and ways of life in the country.

1. Who were the Anglo Saxons and why did they settle in 

Britain?

2. How do we know the Saxons, Vikings and Scots?

3. What were the reasons for the arrival of the Saxons, Vikings 

and Scots?

4. How well did the Anglo Saxon and Vikings get on with each 

other?

Article 29 Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and 

abilities  

Reading: How to Train Your Dragon. 

RE  - How do sacred scriptures inform religious 

beliefs?
Do I understand that different religions have special and 

sacred books?

Do I understand the importance of these books in each 

religion?

Do we understand how these scriptures and stories help 

inform religious beliefs?

Article 14 You have the right to think what you like and be whatever 

religion you want to be. 

Reading - Sacred Text (Vivienne Cato)

PE— Real PE Unit 1 Y4/Swimming

Can I cooperate well with others and giving helpful feedback?

Can I show patience and support to others listening carefully to 

them?

Games: Invasion games

Article 31 Every child has the right to relax, 

play and take part in a wide range of cultural 

and artistic activities.

Computing -Digital Literacy

Can I  understand computer networks including the 

internet; how they can provide multiple services, such 

as the world-wide web; and the opportunities they 

offer for communication and collaboration?

Can I describe how internet search engines find and 

store data; use search engines effectively; be 

discerning in evaluating digital content; respect 

individuals and intellectual property; use technology 

responsibly, securely and safely?
Touch Typing

Article 17: Every child has the right to reliable information 

from a variety of sources. Governments must help protect 

children from materials that could harm them.

Art/DT 

Armour design— We are going to create life-sized replica 

shields from the Anglo Saxon period of time. We will plan and 

think critically about our art and design work.

3D model village construction—Creation of a typical Anglo 

Saxon village. Can I use the correct sized tool for modelling a 

clay structure? We will plan, design and make models from 

observation and imagination.

How will I know what materials to use?

What is the best bonding method to use?

Article 31 Every child has the right to relax, play and take part in a wide 

range of cultural and artistic activities.

Y4’s Big Question: What would happen if we had no electricity?/Were the Dark Ages dark? 

Spanish
Revise:  phonics; classroom language, greetings and feelings (link: PSHE) 

Q&As, numbers - 31

Learn:  focus phonics, some new classroom language, numbers to 100, consolidate 

how to ask and answer age and birthdate

Grammar: Verbs: ‘estar-to be’ in 1st and 3rd person;  ‘ser/to be’ in 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

person (singular sg & pl); ‘hay/there is/are’, tener in 1st person, question words:¿qué, 

cómo, cuántos, cuándo?

Article 29 Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and abilities 

to the full. It must encourage the child’s respect for human rights, as well as 

respect for their parents, their own and other cultures, and the environment.

Music - Dragon Force!

Singing: Exploring ‘Jabberwocky’ in choral speech

Listening: BBC 10 Pieces: ‘Anthology of Fantastic 

Zoology'

Composing: Musical Palindromes.

Performance: Notate palindromes using 

crotchets/quavers/ minims from Year 2

PSHE 

We will be goal setting for the year and creating our class 

charter.  How do these compare to last year’s?

Health and wellbeing: 

Can I understand how food gives us energy?

Can I understand the importance of nutrients?

Can I understand the negative effects of smoking?

Can I understand the risks associated with drinking alcohol?

Reading:  You want me to read that?: A kids’ guide to healthy eating 


